DID YOU KNOW THAT:

...Michigan has the **highest electricity rates** in the Midwest?

...clean energy **costs less** than burning dirty, outdated coal for our electricity?

...your energy provider, Detroit-based DTE Energy, is one of the **most coal-dependent** utilities in the country?

...DTE is only meeting the state’s **minimum** renewable energy requirement?

...the pollution from nine of the oldest coal-fired power plants across the state costs Michigan residents **$1.5 billion** per year in health-related damages?

HOW YOU CAN HELP:

Your neighbor, David Meador, at 1590 Cranbook Drive in Troy, is the DTE Board of Directors Vice Chair and Chief Administrative Officer. Call DTE at **1-800-477-4747** and leave Mr. Meador this message:

“David Meador should tell DTE to invest more in affordable, clean energy and to stop burning dirty, outdated coal for our electricity.”

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT:
sierraclub.org/coal/mi
Facebook: BeyondCoalMI
Twitter: @BeyondCoalMI